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format’s true name is Solid State Floppy Disk
Card, a lengthy moniker that Toshiba decides
to wisely avoid.

Released in 1995, SM uses an 8-bit I/O inter-
face based on a 22-pin terminal. However,
there isn’t a grid of pinholes, as with the PC
Card and CF. Instead, the format’s flat profile
demands an interface based on twin rows of
flat, gold contacts along the media’s bottom.
The advantage is an interface virtually
immune to problems, since there are no
pins in the host device that can
bend or snap off. Conversely,
the super-flat profile makes it
more susceptible to electrostatic
shock damage.

Under the hood, the differences
between SM and CF are more evi-
dent. SM uses serial read/write archi-
tecture, whereas CF, like most flash
media, uses parallel. Serial specializes
in laying down sequential chunks of
data extremely quickly. Parallel is better
for fast random access tasks, such as locat-
ing a byte of data from within hundreds of
megabytes. Digital camera vendors, such as
Olympus, state that they prefer SM because of
its faster read and erase times. 

Toshiba designed SM to be as simple as pos-
sible. Part of this approach meant removing
I/O logic from the card and putting it instead
in the host device. In other words, a SM card
can’t access its own data; all of the circuitry, or
brains, to do this resides in the device the SM
card plugs into. This simplicity gives SM a
price-per-megabyte advantage over CF.
However, it also means host devices pick up
the cost. For example, a USB card reader that
lets PCs read flash cards much like a remov-
able drive could cost two to four times more
for SM than CF.

Moreover, today’s SM capacities top out at
128MB, and there is speculation that future
capacities at or beyond 128MB will be incom-
patible with today’s media. The SM specifica-
tion references a “unique ID function” for
security applications, but vendors have yet to
indicate any kind of security functionality in
their SM products.

Perhaps because of these issues, Toshiba
and the Solid State Floppy Disk Card Forum
(http://www.ssfdc.or.jp/english) elected to
make the licensing of the SM interface specifi-
cation free to developers in an attempt to solicit
new vendors. In contrast, SanDisk recently
proved in an $8-million settlement with Lexar
Media that it has every intention of enforcing

its patent licensing rights over CF. Time will
tell if this approach will keep SM viable in the
flash game.

■ Memory Stick. Sony (http://www
.sony.com) launched the Memory Stick flash
media format in 1998, apparently with the inten-
tion to make it a SmartMedia
killer. Like SM,  the

M e m o r y
Stick format is a serial

write/erase flash device, but mea-
sures 50mm x 21.5mm x 2.8mm and weighs 4
grams. The interface has only 10 flat contact pins
mounted on the card’s underside. The differenti-
ating feature is the stick’s erasure protection tab
(like those on floppy diskettes) mounted adja-
cent to the connector pins.

In its first three years, the Memory Stick for-
mat amassed roughly $13 million in sales,
according to Sony. This sounds considerable,
but note that the Memory Stick is aimed at
being a one-product memory solution across
Sony’s entire consumer product line, including
VAIO desktop PCs, CLIÉ PDAs, and MP3 play-
ers. Companies like AIWA, Fujitsu, and Sharp
have signed on as licensees of the proprietary
format, but thus far the only third-party prod-
ucts to emerge for Memory
Stick is the flash media memory
itself. Save for card readers, no
non-Sony Memory Stick-com-
patible devices are on the mar-
ket to date.

Furthermore, Memory Stick
has been saddled with prices at
or above competing formats
and a storage capacity reaching
only 128MB during this year.
Sony’s Web site sells the

128MB Memory Stick for about $260.
SanDisk’s 128MB SM card retails for about
$160 and is more widely supported.

Don’t count Sony out yet, though. With the
race for secure flash media in full swing,
Sony was first to market a solution called
MagicGate. This solution is compatible with
specifications of the SDMI (Secure Digital
Music Initiative; http://www.sdmi.org), an

i n d u s t r y -
wide effort to
devise safe-
guards for
c o p y r i g h t
p r o t e c t i o n ,
which is also
backed by the

4C Entity. MagicGate is an enhancement to the
Memory Stick format and makes no changes to

the external design, save for the words
“MagicGate” printed on the top. However,

each MagicGate Memory Stick has a
unique ID (identification) number and

an encrypted recognition technology 
to determine if the host device is

MagicGate-compliant. MagicGate also relies
on Sony’s OpenMG copy protection software
platform to prevent unlicensed file duplica-
tion. (OpenMG is free to developers, but
MagicGate technology is not.)

Additionally, Sony appears to be meeting
consumer complaints that existing flash solu-
tions are still too large for devices such as
audio players and cell phones. In response,
Sony designed the Memory Stick Duo, the
smallest flash platform yet. Duo measures
31mm x 20mm x 1.6mm and weighs only 2
grams. The format, which also incorporates
MagicGate, is expected later this year in capac-
ities ranging from 8MB to 64MB. The sticks can
fit into standard Memory Stick slots with an
optional adapter.

■ MultiMediaCard & Secure Digital. In
1997, SanDisk and Siemens AG joined forces to
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SmartMedia has been a standard storage
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years. Storage capacities now reach
128MB, although rival formats 
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even smaller packages.
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release the MMC (MultiMediaCard). Weighing
just 1.5 grams and measuring 24mm x 32mm x
1.4mm (about the size of a postage stamp),
MMC was originally designed as a memory
solution for smart digital cell phones. MMC uses
a 7-pin flat contact connector, which is sufficient
for most casual tasks. Like SM and Memory
Stick, MMC is a memory-only format.

The MMC alliance had two
halves. SanDisk produced
the flash memory prod-
ucts, which currently
reach up to 128MB,
while Siemens han-
dled ROM applica-
tions, such as e-books,
maps, reference materi-
als, and other software
titles. Unfortunately, the
market for portable readers
never solidified. Without a
persuasive advantage over exist-
ing platforms, MMC languished
during its first three years, only to
gain recognition in late 2000 as con-
sumer devices finally started running
into form factor barriers caused by stor-
age media.

As with SM, MMC has a rudimentary ID
function, but no advanced security features,
which is a setback at a time when security is
becoming paramount. SanDisk has teamed with
Matsushita and Toshiba to create an MMC off-
shoot called SD (Secure Digital). SD uses the
same length and width as MMC but has a 9-pin
connector and 2.1mm thickness. As such, MMC
cards will fit in SD slots, but SD is incompatible
in MMC slots. The slight boost in form factor
goes a long way, though. SD is compliant with
both SDMI and CPRM and is license-free. The
complete specification is available to any devel-
oper who pays to join the SD Card Association
(http://www.sdcard.org).

The CPRM format creates encryption using
a series of keys spread over three categories:

device, media, and content. Device keys are
issued by the 4C Entity to a specific manufac-
turer for inclusion in each of the vendor’s
devices, which is a similar technique to
MagicGate’s method. However, each SD card
has four data areas: Hidden, Protected,
System, and User. Normally, a read/write

device has read-
only access 

to the

System area and is barred from the other three,
but this is enough to access the System area’s
Media Key Block. The device key contained in
the portable device talks with the Media Key
Block, and an algorithm generates a private
Media key. If this Media key matches the keys
contained in the Hidden section, the device is
given access to the SD Card Protected area.

The ingenious part of the process is that
SD designers know hackers will ultimately
break the encryption algorithm and be able to
discern secret device keys. However, SD
cards are self-healing. When it becomes
known that a hacker has obtained a certain
device key, content vendors can apply new

values to the Hidden section that cause the
hacked device key to generate faulty secret
key values, which are rejected by the card.

Is security alone enough to defeat compet-
ing standards? If it isn’t, SD has a few other
trump cards to play. For starters, SD has a
higher tolerance against electrostatic shock
than other formats and offers a write-protect
switch. Today, SD sports a 2MBps data trans-
fer rate. This is in line with other formats like
Memory Stick, which offers burst rates of
1.8MBps (write) and 2.45MBps (read). But SD
will migrate soon to a 10MBps path, making

it suitable for applications beyond that of
memory storage.

Secure Digital scored its first coup
when Palm (http://www.palm.com)

released its new m500/505 family
of PDAs, which boast an SD
slot. Currently, the SD options

in the Palms cover memory stor-
age and read-only software. Soon,
however, expect SD to follow the
CompactFlash path and offer GPS
(Global Positioning System)
receivers, wireless modems, bar-
code scanners, Bluetooth adapters,
and more.

■ In The End. There really are no
bad choices when it comes to today’s flash
media options. MMC is quickly giving way
to SD, and SD and CF both stand to take over
the PC Card’s wide array of applications as
circuitry continues to shrink. Without a clear
advantage over competitors and continued
foot-dragging from partners, Sony’s Memory
Stick faces an increasingly steep battle
despite its marketing abilities. Regardless of
format, all the options offer a substantial
value to users.   

by William Van Winkle

The best advantage of Lexar’s
CompactFlash media is its bundled

JumpShot cable, which uses the card’s
integrated USB technology to deliver blazing

fast downloads to your PC. 
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